BLACKJACK

Try this activity with archers that have access to equipment and a safe range area. Please note, archers and coaches participating in these activities are not covered under USA Archery sport accident/coach/general liability insurance programs.

ONLINE CLASS

• Use any online video conferencing platform, Skype or FaceTime
• For 2 or more archers

SUPPLIES NEEDED

• Bow and arrows
• Target
• Deck of cards for each player
• Target pins

PROCEDURES

• Pin at least 6 cards onto a target. Pin as many cards you can fit so you can play continuously. Be sure there are many options that add up to 21.
• Have players shoot at the same time and announce what card they hit.
• Scoring is based on standard card scoring rules:
  » King, queen and jack are worth ten points
  » Ace can be worth one or eleven points, player decides
  » Numbered cards equal that amount (i.e. a three of hearts is worth three point)
• The archer closest to “21” without going over is the winner

ON YOUR OWN

• With a friend using FaceTime, Skype or through text
• For 2 or more archers

PROCEDURES

• Pin at least 6 cards onto a target. Pin as many cards you can fit so you can play continuously. Be sure there are many options that add up to 21.
• Have players shoot at the same time and announce what card they hit.
• Scoring is based on standard card scoring rules:
  » King, queen and jack are worth ten points
  » Ace can be worth one or eleven points, player decides
  » Numbered cards equal that amount (i.e. a three of hearts is worth three point)
• The archer closest to “21” without going over is the winner